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The Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra acknowledges the traditional owners
and continuing custodians of lutruwita/Tasmania. We pay respect to
the Aboriginal community today, and to its Elders past and present.
We recognise a history of truth, which acknowledges the impacts of
colonisation upon Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and stand for
a future that profoundly respects their stories, culture, language and history.
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The Traveller
A traveller on a horse was approaching
a medieval city.
On the outskirts of the city, he rode into a
quarry. And in the quarry, he came upon a
worker.

The traveller rode on and came upon a
third worker loading stone bricks onto the
back of a dray.
“Good sir what is that you do?” said the
traveller.

“Good sir, what is it that you do?” said the
traveller to the man.

The man stopped. He lovingly stroked the
stone on the dray and gazed up at the sky.

“I’m cutting stone out of this hill. It’s
back breaking work and our ropes keep
slipping” said the man.

“Sir,” he said, “I’m helping build our
beautiful cathedral”.

“This is important work. Thank you, good
man. As you were”.
The traveller rode on and came upon
a second worker chiselling away at the
stone.

Unknown
With thanks to Grant Taylor Treasurer, TSO Friends

“Good sir what is that you do?” said the
traveller.
“I’m making bricks. They will be used in
our city” said the man.
“This is important work. Thank you good
man. As you were”.
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Introduction

It is our pleasure to present TSO 2030
| Our Cathedral, an ambitious plan for
Tasmania’s Orchestra as it emerges from
Covid-19 into a significantly reshaped and
reimagined world.
The plan builds on the incredible
73-year tradition of the TSO and stands
on the shoulders of the musicians, staff
and family of custodians in whose shoes
we stand today. The Orchestra is one
of Tasmania’s most loved and prized
institutions and we have been privileged
with its stewardship in the years ahead.
It was amid the flux of the pandemic, and
in the spirit of ‘never let a good crisis go to
waste’ that the board, musicians and staff
of the TSO chose this moment to to build
a ten-year plan.
We chose the inspiration of The Traveller
story on the page preceding for the
importance it places on every contribution
in realising something as magnificent as
a cathedral. A cathedral was a vision that
bound a society in full acceptance that

the vision would outlast the individual and
serve society for centuries to come.
Imagining our metaphorical cathedral TSO 2030 - precipitated a lot of dreaming
with the goal of arriving at excited and
uncomfortable. What did uncomfortable
look like? A flag on the horizon. Currently
out of reach - but achievable by disciplined,
daring humans, a solid plan and a
reasonable amount of time.
Over 14 months, we consulted widely and
distilled our vision and eight clear themes.
These are our
• 4 Strategic Pillars - or major agendas:
1. Our Artistic Identity,
2. Being Tasmania’s Orchestra,
3. A Community Cultural Ambassador,
and
4. A Sustainable Orchestra
• 4 Enablers - One-TSO culture, advocacy,
leadership & entrepreneurship –
disciplines critical to achieving our
mission and vision.

We asked ourselves what made us
‘uniquely and distinctively’ the Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestra? We know that it
is through our artistry – that nexus of
discipline and daring which pushes at
the edges of performance. Fundamental
to our uniqueness is our culture and
the depth of connection we have with
our place – lutruwita, Tasmania, and the
Tasmanian community.
TSO violinist, Alison Lazaroff-Somssich,
gave us the most compelling articulation
of our role. She said ‘our job is to move
people and make them feel something’.
We create moments that invite people to
turn inwards. Moments to connect with
ourselves and each other through shared
experience. The more we feel, and the
more we connect, the more space we
create for empathy and understanding.
This is the role we play in an equitable and
inclusive Tasmania.

A silver lining of Covid-19, has been its
reminder that our business is so much
more than live performance. We are in
the business of human experience and
connection.
The TSO is only the sum of its people:
the extraordinary cohort of Tasmanians
that link arms around the TSO with
goodwill and support of every stripe, and
of course, the explicit individuals in the
TSO organisation. The thriving of these
extraordinary humans and the impact
they have on our communities near and
far lives at the heart of Our Cathedral.
This is a dynamic plan which will adapt
to the changing environment. It is our
aspiration. The prescription lives in our
underlying strategic plan, performance
framework and annual operating plans.
We look forward to keeping you up to date
with our progress.
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Vision

We, the TSO, are recognised across the
island and throughout the world for our
artistry – unique combination of discipline
and daring – and we are indispensable to
the community we serve.
We are the sum of our people. Together
we grow professionally and personally and
when you work for the TSO, your world
opens and your horizons expand.
We listen and respond to the aspirations
of our audiences and perform exceptionally
for them, proudly embracing our
orchestral heritage.

We serve our sector as cultural leaders,
supporting and collaborating with
Tasmanian artists and organisations,
established and emerging.
Our integrity ensures we are welcoming,
inclusive and safe, and we hold a place
for every Tasmanian, particularly
First-Nations people.
Our entrepreneurialism and agility
generates income and increases our
sustainability, making sure we can attract
and retain the most talented people
across the One-TSO family.

We are surprising, agile and
entrepreneurial with a sophisticated
digital presence that removes barriers
and brings our music into the lives of more
people at every age and stage of life.
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Plan
Architecture
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MISSION
TO BE… A GREAT ORCHESTRA, A TASMANIAN ORCHESTRA, A CULTURAL LEADER

VISION 2030

STRATEGIC PILLARS

We, the TSO, are recognised across the island and throughout
the world for our artistry – unique combination of discipline and
daring – and we are indispensable to the community we serve.
We are the sum of our people. Together we grow
professionally and personally and when you work for the
TSO, your world opens and your horizons expand.
We listen and respond to the aspirations of our
audiences and perform exceptionally for them,
proudly embracing our orchestral heritage.
We are surprising, agile and entrepreneurial with
a sophisticated digital presence that removes
barriers and brings our music into the lives of
more people at every age and stage of life.
We serve our sector as cultural leaders, supporting
and collaborating with Tasmanian artists and
organisations, established and emerging.
We are welcoming, inclusive and safe, ensuring that we hold a
place for every Tasmanian, particularly First-Nations people.
Our entrepreneurialism and agility generates income and
increases our sustainability making sure we can attract and
retain the most talented people across the One-TSO family.

ENABLERS

ARTISTIC IDENTITY

ONE-TSO CULTURE

A reputation for artistry… our discipline & daring

Radical unity with our people at the heart

We are flexible and agile, creating different
worlds of sound across the repertoire

Frank and fearless – we talk about hard things

Our culture supports our daring

TASMANIA’S ORCHESTRA

ADVOCACY

Holding space for all Tasmanians

Story telling is a superpower

Our northern home is kanamaluka

Value creation is demonstrated and quantified

Satellite programs grow across our regional hubs

Supporters feel connected to the impact we have

COMMUNITY CULTURAL AMBASSADOR

LEADERSHIP

We are known for connection, collaboration & facilitation

Every employee is a leader within and without

We are national leaders in training for our profession
We develop skills across the Tasmanian sector

We lead by doing, with wholeheartedness,
generosity and inclusiveness

A SUSTAINABLE ORCHESTRA

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

We make thoughtful, values-driven ESG choices

Our values and culture support entrepreneurship

Company IP is developed into products & experiences

We are deal makers

New earned revenue streams contribute to growth

We invest in research to open dialogue with new audiences

TSO VALUES
ARTISTRY |Artistry is a combination of discipline and daring. We acknowledge our heritage and pride ourselves on the pursuit
of artistry on and off stage. We are committed to our audiences, ourselves and each other.
INTEGRITY |An integrated One-TSO operating from integrity is safe and trustworthy. It creates the environment where artistry
and connection flourish. Integrity creates trust and confidence in our decisions and each other.
CONNECTION | We connect with the spirit and people of this place through kindness, generosity and our shared love of music.
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Artistic
Identity
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2030 DESTINATION

ALONG THE WAY...

ENABLED BY

ARTISTRY
• Artistry is underpinned by our discipline and daring
• Discipline is in our DNA and our culture enables our daring
• We are uniquely and distinctively the TSO

• Our performances are artistically gripping
• They move people, and make them feel something
• We know this through the interest of guest artists, agents,
job applicants, reviews, audience sentiment and behaviours

Radical unity

FLEXIBILITY
• Together we are an immense pool of expertise and
experience
• Our agility opens new terrain to conductors in performance
• Flexibility ensures we are present and of service to our
community
• We have everything we need to thrive, come what may

•
•
•
•

Symphonic performances are the core of what we do
Conductors take risks with us in performance
Chamber music opportunities are ongoing and opt-in
Regional touring is enabled by ensembles

LEADERSHIP
• The TSO is at the leading edge of our industry artistically,
entrepreneurially and in orchestra culture. We have a lot to
say
• Our artistry, culture, leadership and governance are the
national standard

• Leadership development is embedded at all levels of the
company
• We set orchestra leaders up for success by providing job
security
• We lead together at the front of the beat - real and
metaphorical
• Key artistic and executive appointments exemplify our
values

OUR SOUND
• We are an agile, modern orchestra that creates different
worlds of sound across the repertoire spectrum
• We dare to perform with an extended dynamic range
• Pushing boundaries in performance occurs beyond the
conductors who demand it
• The string sound is the bedrock of the orchestra
• Our sound is our artistry coupled with the potential of the
instruments we play and the acoustic qualities of our home

• Orchestra leaders are custodians of our sound
• We build a cultural ‘safety net’ to catch us when we dare
greatly
• TSO owns and/or utilises ten high quality string instruments
• These include a Concertmaster Violin and Principal Cello
• We are awarded for orchestra recordings with Eivind
Aadland

ARTISTIC STRENGTHS
• Every performance is given with absolute artistry
• Across all music, our inherent strengths are
• Classical and early Romantic music
• Music of today, particularly Australian composers &
artists
• AV & broadcast recording in all genres, including bespoke
and innovative digital experiences
• Experiential and experimental multimodal concert
experiences

One-TSO Culture

• International demand is stimulated through VOD and
broadcast
• Local occupancy >80% and quadrupling digital reach from
2021
• Australian orchestra of choice for film/screen industry
• Synaesthesia Festival re-imagined at the edge of multimodal
performance experience

Musicians, Staff, Chorus,
Board, Foundation, Friends

• A united front to the world
• One organism

Our people at the heart
When you win a job in the TSO,
your world expands. You are
supported in developing your
full artistic and professional
potential

• TSO Employee Value
Proposition
• Awarded as Employer of
Choice
• Grace through career
transitions
• Retaining deep expertise
through Teaching Artist
positions
• All ideas are welcome
Processes ensure ideas flow
upwards

Values-based leadership
Connection, Artistry, Integrity

• Our values underpin our
culture
• They guide every decision,
process and interaction

We talk about hard things
We have the integrity to have
difficult conversations with
kindness and respect

• Values-led culture
• Safe space to speak
• Skilled workforce &
committees
• Robust charters
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Tasmania’s
Orchestra
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2030 DESTINATION

ALONG THE WAY...

A NORTHERN HOME
• Our vision is kanamaluka – northern home of the TSO
• Our northern office at kanamaluka services all northern
regional hubs and stakeholder relationships

• TSO and JMC Group win all support & green light for
kanamaluka. kanamaluka opens in 2025. So does the TSO
Northern Office
• Launceston concerts operate at 80% occupancy
• Northern Tasmania grows to 25% of total TSO philanthropy

• kanamaluka summer residency embedded
• Northwest weekend residencies are participatory, they
support existing activities and build skills across the
community
• Key community organisations develop critical succession
plans
• TSO Community Rehearsal is annual, statewide and full

REGIONAL HUBS
• Regional hubs are serviced by TSO Live and On Screen and a
residency/workshop program
• TSO ensembles & Teaching Artists visit to support music
activities in the community

• TSO has an annual program in St Helens, Scottsdale,
Flinders Island, Queenstown, Zeehan, Deloraine, Latrobe,
Ulverstone, Burnie, Devonport, Franklin

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL
• Global demand is developed
• Tasmania? Audiences are curious. We show them what it
means to be an orchestra from here… an island, way south,
about as far as you can be from the cradle of our art form
• TSO YouTube channel generates income

Advocacy
Stories of impact & shared success

TASMANIAN RESIDENCIES
• Residencies achieve economies of scale, and deepen
community impact
• kanamaluka summer residency is a week-long focal point of
performance and participation in Launceston
• Northwest Tasmania hosts two weekend residencies
annually

ENABLED BY

Data is captured and
developed into stories of
impact and interest. The
stories are widely told. TSO is
indispensable to the Tasmanian
community.

• Tessitura is optimised and
generating insights to the
full extent of its capacity
• Story-telling is a TSO
superpower
• Value creation is
demonstrated and
quantified
• Governments understand
the social, cultural &
economic return on their
investment
• They are publicly thanked
• TSO has 100% awareness in
the Tasmanian community

• An international VOD distribution partnership is in place
• National and European free-to-air broadcasting is secured
via ABC
• Annual digital reach has quadrupled from 2021
• Uniquely Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra content-rich
YouTube Channel with 30,000 subscribers
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Community
Cultural
Ambassador
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ALONG THE WAY...

CONNECTION
• We hold a place and opportunity to connect for every
Tasmanian
• On the music learning continuum, our space is i) connecting
with young children & their families ii) schools concerts and
iii) supporting early career artists
• Every Tasmanian child experiences a TSO Schools Concert
by Yr 3
• RAP activity has built trust, kinship and collaboration with
the Tasmanian Aboriginal Community
• Connections with culturally and linguistically diverse
Tasmanians have opened new artistic terrain

• A series of sequential programs for young children &
families
• TSO Schools concerts are free and livestreamed
• We produce one new Schools concert p.a. Destination: TSO
House
• A TSO training program for early career orchestral
musicians sits alongside ACS and ACA
• Engagement activities are decentralised to regional hubs
through mini tours and digital initiatives
• TSO has progressed to RAP Stage 3 Stretch
• Collaborations connect first nations and CALD artists with
Tasmanian audiences

ENABLED BY

Leadership
Leadership throughout
Every TSO employee is a leader
within and without. Each
carries the equity of the TSO
brand, and represents its vision
and values

COLLABORATION
• We choose to work with creative partners who excite us
most and have aligned vision and values
• With Tasmanian partners, we create new work to go
offshore and tell the world about our place

• Two ground-breaking collaborations every year
• Synaesthesia is reimagined and collaboratively delivered. It
is a world-leading, multimodal experience
• Collaborations increase audiences for L&E programs

FACILITATION
• TSO helps bring the sector together in a spirit of radical
unity
• Our platform, Tasmania Creates, is the industry’s point of
truth
• We build capacity and sustainability by supporting
professional learning for Tasmanian cultural administrators

• Governments receive more ‘curtain-ready’, viable proposals
• Governance and sector administration standards are
elevated
• Radical unity rises the tide for all
• More Tasmanians participate, attend and donate to the arts
• Tasmania Creates has 20K followers

INDUSTRY SUCCESSION PLANNING
• TSO is the critical professional contributor to industry
succession
• Our programs are unflinchingly elite
• Graduates are conducting our orchestras & professional
companies, performing in them, and adding new work to
the canon of Australian music

• ACS alumni are widely commissioned
• ACA alumni are hired to conduct Australia’s state orchestras
• A TSO training program for early career musicians is
developed to sit alongside ACS and ACA

• Leadership development is
a pillar of
• TSO professional
development
• Leadership skills and
practices are embedded at
all levels
• We retain the leadership &
deep expertise of musicians
retiring from concerts as
Teaching Artists
• We measure and talk about
our leadership performance

Deeds not words
We lead by doing. We diagnose
problems and talk about how
to solve them. If there is a role
for us to play, we do it willingly,
generously and inclusively. We
participate only in radical unity
with our peers - rising the tide
for Tasmanian culture.

• Tasmanian orchestral
music organisations are
collaborative, supportive &
sustainable
• They work together to
provide a clear pathway for
participants
• The Tasmanian cultural
sector speaks with one voice
• We grow the pie of
resources for all
• Tasmania Creates is a
point of truth for elected
representatives
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A
Sustainable
Orchestra
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2030 DESTINATION

ALONG THE WAY...

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
• We make thoughtful, values-driven choices about our
environment, social contribution and governance (UN
SDG13)
• Single-use plastics are removed from TSO workplace &
performance venues (UN SDG13)
• We are an employer-of choice for gender equality (UN
SDG5); diversity and inclusion (UN SDG10)
• We explore and embrace systems and processes that help
us work smarter, both individually and collectively

• We support global environmental efforts by taking steps to
become climate positive
• We embed initiatives to understand and meaningfully
manage
TSOs carbon emissions and climate impact
• Integrated fit-for-purpose systems and technology save us
time, improve well-being and support accurate real-time
decision making

ENABLED BY

Entrepreneurship
Market & Experience Development
Research, data, analytics and
evidenced insights sit behind
proprietary decision tools.

EARNED INCOME
• Commercial activities are initiated and produced by TSO
• Company IP is developed into products and experiences
• TSO House generates income through international sales
and licensing of original scores, arrangements & TSO
productions
• TSO Foundation is distributing >$600K p.a to TSO PL

•
•
•
•

Commercial programs generate av.$50K per investment.
Commercial charts licensed
TSO House income doubles direct investment
TSO endowment and reserves investments performing
above CPI

Deal Making
We choose to work with the
most exciting creative partners
with aligned vision and values.

PHILANTHROPY
• Philanthropy generates 12% operating income
• Best practice stewardship cements loyal donor relationships
statewide and nationally
• Artistic capital assets are funded, or acquired and loaned to
TSO, by philanthropic individuals/entities

• Philanthropic growth of 8% p.a.
• All orchestra chairs are supported philanthropically
• String instrument portfolio totals ten instruments including
Concertmaster Violin and Principal Cello

BEQUESTS
• TSO Foundation has developed a corpus of $15m
• Tasmanians understand the impact they have by making a
bequest to the TSO

• TSO Foundation is a major beneficiary of demography and
history’s largest intergenerational wealth transfer
• Bequest awareness at 80% among TSO subscribers and
patrons

• Tessitura is fully optimised &
utilised
• Demographic overlays open
dialogue with new markets
• A continuum of TSO
experiences builds
participation and loyalty
• Tasmanian (ticket) market
penetration reaches 10%

• Commercial concerts &
hires
• Synaesthesia
• Festivals and touring work
• Family productions

Values and Culture
Artistry and entrepreneurship
equal discipline & daring. Our
daring dances with scale and
the spread of risk across the
TSO.

• Our values and culture
support a spirit of
entrepreneurship
• We accept agreed risk and
we learn from failure
• The Board is intimately
involved
• We are frank, fearless and
talk about hard things
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Company Architecture
TASMANIAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CONCERTS
LIVE

STREAMED

LEARNING
VOD

ADVANCEMENT

CHILDREN

EARLY CAREER

TASMANIAN COMMUNITY

AUSTRALIAN MUSIC

MASTER SERIES

SCHOOL CONCERTS

COMPOSERS ACS

KANAMALUKA SUMMER RESIDENCY

TSO HOUSE

METRO SERIES

FAMILY CONCERTS

CONDUCTORS ACA

REGIONAL HUBS & RESIDENCIES

AUSTRALIAN RECORDINGS

OBSCURA
LIVE

MINI TSO

MUSICIANS KSA

TSO TO YOU

FILMED PERFORMANCE

LIVE SESSIONS
LIVE

ARTS MANAGERS

BIG | COMMUNITY REHEARSAL

CHAMBER
LIVE @

PRESENTERS

TSO JOIN IN

SYNAESTHESIA | FESTIVALS
| SPECIALS
LIVE

RECONCILIATION ACTION PLAN

COLLABORATIONS
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Artistry | Integrity | Connection
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